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SUPPLY 

CO2 SHARE 

OPTIMIZATION 

CARBON 

~22          43 
AIRCRAFT 

MODELS 

VARIATIONS 

40% 

REDUCE 

AIR TRAVEL 

100-120 kg / hour 

600K+ 
HOTELS WORLDWIDE 

SMARTER 

CHOICES 

21% 

6-125 kg / night  

The lodging category is the key to lower corporate  
travel footprints through programs 
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 Lodging accounts for 21% of trip emissions 

 Hotels average at 45 kg of CO2 equivalent 

POC/night 

 Eco hotels prove reduction to 5.5 kg over 5 years3 

Industry footprint 

 1 million room-nights compare to heating of 10.000 

households 

 USD 50 of social cost per mtCO2e yielding high 

hidden cost soon to be taxed USD 200+ 

Cost of CO2 emissions 

HRS customers emit as much CO2 as 1 average 

European country emits for lightening in one year 
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Our Green Stay Initiative first time enables to plan and 
measure hotel programs’ sustainability end-to-end 
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Sustainability in the  

lodging Category 

88%  
of corporate decision makers 
prefer a hotel which provides 
transparency on sustainability 
measures, allowing compliance 
with their Sustainability Charta  

A Top Priority 
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• Meet sustainability 
requirements 

• Non-transparent market 
without standard  

• No orientation and guideline 
for travelers 

• No display of labels in booking 
and procurement channels 

Challenges 
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Built on hotel industry approaches and the pillars of 

Alignment 

WATER ENERGY WASTE 

What is the Green Stay Initiative? Key Components 

 Quantitative data input 

 Benchmark by destination 

 Normalized labeling 

 End-to-end reporting 

Green Certified 

Green Stay 

A 

B 

C 

D 

 Normalized KPIs 
kgCO2e 

liter  
kg 

POC 
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The Green Stay Initiative provides transparent and normalized 
information crucial in building net zero programs 
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Green Stay info easily accessible 

across HRS platform  

Corporate Booking Tool 

Procurement Platform 

Labels are easily 

accessible for a 

normalized comparison 

Emission category efficiency 

classification  

is transparently available 
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Reporting summary 

 Procured and booked nights / meetings 

per class 

 Aggregate KPIs (i.e. kgCO2e POC) 

 Drilldown by business unit and cost 

centers 

 Reporting on Maverick bookings 

 Outlook: In-destination activities 
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Green Stay data will be easily accessible in the KPI Cockpit to 
analyze the global production’s environment sustainability 
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